Formal definitions for the components of efficiency and capacity, mathematical formulas for computing overall efficiency, and data collection strategies are proposed for rigorous measurement of equipment efficiency and equipment capacity. Measurement of overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) under the TPM paradigm is revised to become a true quantitative measure of efficiency that we term overall equipment efficiency. The measurement also is extended to support the maintenance of capacity parameters for production planning. The weaknesses of equipment analyses based on utilization and aggregate UPH (units per hour) figures are contrasted against the robustness of the proposed approach. Applications in semiconductor factories are discussed.
Introduction
As a successor to the Total Quality Management (TQM) paradigm, Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) is now a prominent paradigm driving manufacturing improvements in a number of Japanese industries, particularly the semiconductor industry. TPM also has gained a foothold in some American companies. While TQM's immediate focus is on efforts to perfect product quality, TPM's immediate focus is on efforts to perfect equipment productivity. Strategies under the TPM paradigm include increasing equipment knowledge within the manufacturing workforce, improving maintenance procedures, changing procedures to reduce or eliminate setups, test procedures and idle time, making modifications to increase machine speed or reduce scrap and rework, etc.
Successful TPM is facilitated by rigorous definition and measurement of machine efficiency. Overall efficiency is expressed as a function of a number of mutually exclusive components in order to quantify the various kinds of productivity losses that are occurring, whereupon the most appropriate improvement initiatives may be formulated. A number of authors have written about the definition and measurement of overall equipment efficiency (OEE) under the TPM paradigm [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] .
An unremarked potential by-product of rigorous and routinized measurement of OEE is the opportunity to realize routinized and rigorous maintenance of capacity data for the purposes of planning and scheduling. The needs of equipment assessment and equipment improvement and the needs of planning and scheduling lead to different definitions and partitions of efficiency data, as will be discussed. One goal of this paper is to propose a common data collection methodology and a complete set of formulae for efficiency factors that can support both OEE and capacity analyses.
Many companies acknowledge the potential value of OEE and capacity data, but they have been daunted by the effort required to rigorously collect and maintain the required data. The second goal of this paper is to discuss practical means of data collection and data maintenance. Data acquisition strategies ranging from very manual to very automated that have been successfully implemented are discussed.
One might expect that traditional Industrial Engineering methodologies would offer rigorous means of measuring equipment efficiency and capacity. But it must be recognized that traditional IE methods are oriented to measuring and managing work that is performed manually. It is a given that different people are capable of working at different speeds. One could hardly hold all workers up to a standard defined by the worker with the greatest physical strength or the best hand-eye coordination. Thus traditional IE standard processing times for operations are of necessity statistical averages, with instances of operations performed both slower and faster than the standard. Some degree of uncertainty in processing times for manual work is unavoidable, and thus some degree of uncertainty in overall efficiency measurement is unavoidable as well.
In semiconductor manufacturing, virtually every processing operation is performed by machines. It is perfectly reasonable to hold all machines of a particular kind up to a standard of performance defined by a machine in perfect working order. The distribution of actual machine processing times for a particular operation is thus one-sided, i.e., there is a theoretical or ideal machine speed if the machine is in perfect working order, but speed degrades when the machine is out-of-tune, malfunctioning, jamming, etc. From a TPM point of view, all such degradations are efficiency losses that potentially can be eliminated. Thus we are interested in machine efficiency calculated based on the (deterministic) theoretical or ideal machine speeds, not based on the statistical average machine speeds.
Metrics of Equipment Efficiency
. Measurement of equipment performance in most American semiconductor manufacturers traditionally emphasizes use of two basic metrics, equipment availability and equipment utilization.
Equipment availability measures the fraction of total operating time in an observation period such as a week or a month that a machine asset was capable of performing or actually performing processing work. Available time excludes time the machine was not operational because of maintenance or repairs or waiting for repairs, and it excludes time the machine was undergoing preventive maintenance, cleaning, calibration, re-qualification after maintenance, or used in engineering efforts. Time the machine was actually processing and time the machine was simply idle are included in available time. Unavailable time (the complement of available time) is termed machine "down" time.
Equipment utilization measures the fraction of total operating time in an observation period that the machine asset was actually engaged in processing activity. Precise definitions and measurements of utilization vary from company to company; for practical reasons, time credited to utilization may include not only actual processing time but also short periods of time the machine is idle while operators perform handling, recipe download and metrology tasks that are required between consecutive machine cycles.
From the TPM point of view, losses of equipment availability and equipment utilization are of course causes for management concern, but they are not the only types of efficiency losses that occur. Clearly, availability is not an overall efficiency score since it does not account for idle time losses. While utilization accounts for idle time losses, it is not an overall efficiency score, either. This is because the machine speed may vary in different instances of the same processing operation, perhaps because of differences in operator handling and preparation time, or because of brief machine jams or stoppages not reported as "down" time, or because of brief idle periods not broken out from reported production time, or simply because the machine is out-of-tune and unable to operate at full speed. Thus a machine asset may be reported as being fully utilized but still not provide 100% of its theoretical productivity.
Even with no variations in machine speed, there is a subtle but very serious and practical concern with use of the utilization metric. Typically, time a machine actually spends in production is not measured directly, but rather it is calculated as the total operating time less the reported down time and the reported idle time. Under such a strategy, one is dependent upon the manufacturing organization to faithfully report all down time and all idle time in order to correctly determine utilization. Generally, it is impractical for the organization to record numerous, short idle periods between consecutive machine runs in the reported idle time, and it is impractical for the organization to record short-term machine jams or aborts in the reported down time.
Without comparing the production time against some standard "should-take" time for the work actually performed, there is no way to check if all lost time actually was reported, i.e., one can never be sure that utilization is not overstated.
True machine efficiency must be measured in terms of "earned" utilization, computed using "should-take" or "theoretical" processing times. Let S denote the should-take time for the processing work completed by a machine asset during some observation period, computed according to the specified theoretical machine rates applied to the actual quantities of the machine's various operations that were successfully completed. S will almost always be significantly smaller than the production time deduced from the reported down time and the reported idle time. Let T denote the total length of the observation period. We define the overall equipment efficiency (OEE) for the observation period as the following ratio:
Equation (1) demonstrates that a determination of overall equipment efficiency is achievable without precise measurement of either equipment availability or equipment utilization; rather, one only needs to know how much work was successfully performed, and what is the theoretical time required to perform such work.
While most factories in the semiconductor industry do not undertake a careful and rigorous measurement of OEE of their machines, it is estimated that OEE scores would be generally in the range of 20 -60 percent, yet these factories do not have capacity to capture all of their potential market demands. Thus there is considerable profit potential associated with increasing OEE in this industry.
Of course, just knowing the overall efficiency score is not very helpful for identifying the underlying improvements needed to increase OEE. A breakdown of the overall efficiency into its many components is required to focus and prioritize improvement efforts. As will be discussed, a breakdown is also required for precise capacity analysis. We now turn to defining such a breakdown. For convenience, a glossary of the notation used herein is provided in Table 1 .
Data Collection Requirements
For a formal presentation of equipment efficiency analysis, we make the following definitions and assumptions, generally following the characteristics of semiconductor wafer fabrication. Products of a factory are assumed to be manufactured according to a process flow, i.e., a fixed series of manufacturing operations. Each such operation is termed a process step. For each process step, the process specification is the set of instructions to the manufacturing operators indicating which equipment assets are suitable and what settings of the equipment controls are required to correctly perform the step. Units of products move through the factory from equipment to equipment in a group termed a lot. There is a fixed starting size for lots; however, as a lot moves from process step to process step, there can be some loss of units or even loss of the entire lot as scrap. Units within each lot are wafers in front-end factories and packaged devices or chips in back-end factories.
As a practical matter, the strategy for computing overall efficiency must be devised with consideration of the factory's capabilities in data collection. Relevant data sources available in most semiconductor factories include the following:
(1) Equipment tracking databases, to which production operators key in observed changes in equipment state. . (2) Work-in-process (WIP) tracking databases, to which production operators key in units and lots actually processed. (In semiconductor manufacturing, units tracked though front-end factories are wafers, while units tracked through back-end factories are chips or packaged devices.) (3) Machine-generated event logs, documenting the machine recipes performed, the number of units processed, the elapsed time in various stages of the processing cycle, etc. Many but not all types of fabrication equipment provide such logs.
(4) An analog signal can be captured from most processing machines indicating whether or not it is engaged in processing activity. A tracking application monitoring these signals could be devised to record the machine's actual operating time.
At a minimum, we shall assume herein that the factory is able to perform the following data collection for each equipment asset of interest:
(1) Total down time, total production time, and total idle time are recorded during each observation period for the asset. More detailed breakdowns of down time and idle time losses into various subcategories are carried out in any practical application, in order to facilitate an analysis of losses by underlying reasons. Considering the purposes of this paper, only a limited breakdown of the idle time category will be discussed herein.
(2) The factory tracks all work-in-process (WIP), recording the total number of lots and the number of units in each lot started into processing, and the total number of lots and units successfully completing each process step performed by the equipment asset. Such WIP-tracking figures need to be tabulated for each observation period.
(3) The factory also records the sequence of lots processed through each machine, thereby enabling the calculation of batch sizes between changes in equipment setup. (These data are not necessary for computing OEE, but are required for computing capacity, as will be discussed in section 5.)
In addition to such WIP and equipment tracking data, the calculation of OEE requires data concerning the process specifications for all process steps performed by the equipment asset, as well as the theoretical times to complete each specification. We shall defer discussion of these more static data to Section 4.
We develop the computation of OEE for the case of equipment types that perform operations sequentially, i.e., only one product undergoing one operation is engaged by the equipment at a time. Most semiconductor fabrication equipment fits this description; however, multi-chamber cluster tools simultaneously processing several lots of several products require a more involved methodology making use of event logs.
With these preliminaries aside, we now proceed to a formal definition of equipment states. For the purposes of this paper, we use a simplification of the states set forth in the SEMI E10 guidelines [5] familiar to most semiconductor manufacturers. Under E10, an equipment asset of interest at any instant of time is classified into to exactly one of five mutually exclusive states: nonscheduled time, down time, standby time, production time, or engineering time. Total time during an observation period in each of these five states sums to the total length of the observation period. In this paper, we use three more aggregate states: down time (including the E10 engineering and down time states), idle time (the E10 standby time), and production time.
Our three states also are mutually exclusive, and they sum to the total operating time (total time less any nonscheduled time). They are discussed in more detail as follows.
Production time includes all time the machine is engaged in processing activity. According to E10 guidelines, machine changeovers and setups required to switch processing to a different operation or a different lot are to be included in the down time state. However, when machine changeovers, setups and recipe loads are relatively brief in nature, it can be impractical to report such time as machine down time. As a practical matter, a fab following the E10 guidelines is typically only able to record major setups in down time, leaving minor setups as part of production time.
For the purposes of this paper, changeovers and setups are viewed as components of processing activity, and therefore included in production time. We shall assume such machine changeover time (i.e., time to reconfigure the machine to process a different product, sometimes called "setup time" in operations research literature) is included in production time. Time to "set up" or "requal" the machine for operation after maintenance, source material replenishment, or engineering work is considered part of down time, as will be discussed below.
Idle time includes all periods the machine is physically prepared to engage in processing activity (i.e., in changeover or processing), but no such activity is taking place. Causes of idle time include lack of product ready for processing, lack of operators present to perform processing, or production control rules such as Kanban limits that may block processing activity because of downstream WIP accumulation.
For some types of equipment, brief idle periods may be necessary between the completion of processing of one machine load and the initiation of processing of the next load. As a practical matter, there is probably some minimum length for idle events which the factory is capable of routinely tracking and recording; idle durations less than this length end up in reported production time. Thus the idle time state includes all "reportable" idle time.
Down time includes all time the machine is inoperative because of machine failures and consequent repairs, delays waiting for repair materials and/or repair labor, and all follow-on calibrations, qualifications and tests performed to restore the machine to a productive state. It also includes all time the machine is inoperative because of preventive maintenance, source material replenishments, scheduled equipment cleans, calibrations, engineering work, and all follow-on activity required to restore the machine to a productive state.
As with idle time, in any factory there is some minimum duration which is practical to track and record as down time; events shorter than this, e.g., short-term machine jams and aborts, inevitably will be included in the reported production time.
Calculation of Equipment Efficiency
Data is assumed to be tabulated for observation periods such as weeks, for which efficiency scores will be calculated. The components of overall equipment efficiency calculated for an equipment asset are defined as follows.
Reported Down Time and Idle Time Losses
First, we have two components that account for down time and idle time losses:
(1) DT is the fraction of operating time that the asset is reported as in the down time state.
(2) IT is the fraction of operating time that the asset is reported as in the idle time state.
In addition to down time and idle time losses, OEE must account for losses due to inferior machine speed, and losses associated with inferior quality resulting in scrap or rework. These two categories are accounted for by the metrics rate efficiency and quality efficiency, respectively, which we now define.
Rate Efficiency
The basic purpose of rate efficiency is to express the ratio of the observed machine processing rate to the theoretically achievable machine rate. Expressed in different units, it is the ratio of the theoretical time to complete the reported work divided by the reported production time.
To calculate rate efficiency, one needs theoretical processing times for the equipment asset. Most processing machines perform a variety of processing operations involving a variety of equipment settings and a consequent variety of processing durations. Some presentations of OEE (e.g., [3] ) set forth only a single parameter for theoretical machine speed. The author also has observed that some companies endeavoring to measure machine efficiency simply report the total number of units processed per machine per unit time, aggregating over the various operations on various products that are performed. This aggregate figure is compared against a single theoretical machine speed to gauge efficiency, and/or aggregate figures for several machines of the same type are compared to ascertain relative efficiency.
While the single-parameter approach is easy to implement, it has a drawback in that efficiency measurement gets clouded by changes in product mix. Consider one machine performing mostly operations with a short theoretical processing time in one observation period while performing mostly operations with a long theoretical processing time in the following observation period. For example, a photolithography stepper might be exposing an implant layer in one shift and a metal layer in the next. This difference should not be construed as an indication that the rate efficiency of the machine has declined.
We assume herein that theoretical processing times are established and maintained for every process specification that the equipment asset is called upon to perform. Typically, most processing cycles consist of a fixed component for material handling, plus a variable component depending upon the process specification. Often this variable component may be expressed as a mathematical formula or as a table look-up of the parameters of the specification.
Rather than maintain processing times for each operation as elemental data, it is proposed to maintain such formulae and reference tables, along with maintaining the database of process specifications in a computer-readable form. Theoretical processing times can then be calculated from the underlying data when it is desired to compute efficiency scores. In the author's experience, it is much less troublesome to maintain the processing time formulas and look-up tables than it is to maintain a database of UPH (units per hour) figures as elemental data. Changes in process specifications are frequent in semiconductor manufacturing, and a separate IE effort to maintain UPHs inevitably ends up as a paper chase, with the UPH database always lagging the latest changes to process specifications made by the process engineers. Maintaining the process specifications in a computer-readable form allows them to serve as the elemental data for efficiency and capacity analysis. In Section 6.2 we shall describe an actual application illustrating this strategy.
Some types of machines process a single unit of product at a time. Others accommodate several units in the processing chamber and process them simultaneously. Most processing steps involve the operator tendering a lot of product units to the machine, whereupon the machine selects one or several units from the lot and places them in the processing chamber for initiation of a processing cycle. In general, the theoretical processing time of a machine performing a particular operation has up to three components:
(1) Time_per_unit (TPU) -machines processing a single unit at a time have this component. There can be both a true processing component as well as a separate material handling component (measuring the time to exchange a unit in the chamber with another unprocessed unit from the lot). This latter component is usually independent of the process specification.
(2) Time_per_lot (TPL) -in the case the operator tenders a lot to the machine, and/or there is some initial pump-down or other environmental preparation, and/or there is some initial material handling activity to load the machine for the first processing cycle, there is a time per lot component of overall processing time. This component is typically independent of the processing specification. In a few wet bench operations, processing may consist of the entire lot being dipped in a bath or a series of baths, in which case the time per lot may be the sole component of processing time.
(3) Time_per_machine load (TPML) -in the case the machine simultaneously processes multiple units in a single processing cycle, the (chamber) processing time is applied to a machine load rather than to an individual unit.
The theoretical processing time ThPT is calculated by aggregating the three components, expressing the result as a time per unit. To convert time per lot and time per machine load to a time per unit, these figures are divided by the size of a full lot FLS and the size of a full machine load FML, respectively.
Using equation (2), rate efficiency is calculated as follows. Suppose the various processing steps performed by the machine asset are numbered i =1, 2, ... , n. Let WS i denote the number of units that were started into step i during the observation period. Let ThPT i denote the theoretical processing time for step i, and let PT denote the reported total production time during the observation period. (We remark that 1.0 -DT -IT = PT / T, i.e., production time, down time and idle time sum to total time.) Then we define the rate efficiency RE of the machine as
Quality Efficiency
This factor accounts for efficiency losses resulting from the output of product that does not meet quality requirements. In practice, some quality problems are detectable immediately, resulting in immediate scrapping of the product or immediate rework of the product (where rework is technically and economically feasible). In other cases --for example, the undesired deposition of particles on semiconductor wafers --it cannot be determined until after downstream processing and testing if a quality problem has been generated. We shall restrict our measurement of quality losses here to quality losses that are immediately recorded. 1 If rework is explicitly and rigorously measured, one could account for it in the quality efficiency factor. In practice, many factories do not account for "local" rework, i.e., rework loops that fall between consecutive WIP-tracking log points in a process flow. To cope with a lack of rework data, we may view rework as not a quality loss but rather as a rate efficiency loss. As long as reported production time includes the time spent performing rework and the WIP-tracking figures exclude rework, efficiency losses due to the performance of rework will be fully captured in the rate efficiency factor.
Let WS i denote the total number of units started into process step i during the observation period, and let WF i denote the total number of good units completing process step i, considering all process steps i = 1, 2, ... , n performed by the machine asset. Since processing times vary among process steps, we shall weight unit production counts by such times in order to properly gauge the impact on the machine asset from processing units that end up as scrap or need to be reworked. As before, let ThPT i denote the theoretical processing time for step i. The quality efficiency QE for the equipment asset during the observation period is defined by
The quality efficiency for an equipment asset is not to be confused with the rate of quality for a process flow, often termed the line yield of the process. The line yield of a process flow is the product of the scrap rates of the process steps in the flow. (If rework units are excluded from WS i , then the scrap rate of step i during the observation period is calculated as WF i /WS i .)
Factories also define line yield up to a given process step, equal to the product of the scrap rates for preceding steps in the process flow. Such line yields are useful in capacity analysis for production planning, as will be discussed below.
OEE Formula
Combining the expressions for availability and utilization losses with the expressions for machine rate efficiency and quality efficiency, we obtain the following expression for overall equipment efficiency:
The term in curly brackets in equation (5) is the reported machine utilization, expressed as a fraction of total time. The last two terms reduce reported utilization to "earned" utilization, considering the ratio of "should-take" production time to reported production time, and the portion of "should-take" production time that was generating output of acceptable quality.
It is instructive to substitute detailed expressions for the terms in (5) and observe the resulting cancellation of terms: 
That is, the expanded formula for OEE reduces to true machine efficiency, i.e., to the should-take time for the good output actually completed divided by the total elapsed time.
Comparison to Previous Formulations
Earlier formulations of OEE do not express the true measure of efficiency. We mention two inaccuracies here common to most formulations of overall equipment effectiveness.
Some authors (e.g., [1] , [5] ) have proposed using a rate-of-quality (RQ) metric in lieu of QE, where RQ is defined as While simple to compute, RQ assigns the same amount of efficiency loss to all units of inferior quality, regardless of how much machine time is required to produce those units. Unless theoretical process time is constant across all steps performed by the machine, the incorporation of RQ into OEE means OEE does not express true efficiency.
Most OEE authors propose to measure rate efficiency in terms of actual vs. theoretical machine rate. Many formulations (e.g., [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] ]) assume there exists a single, ideal machine rate, independent of product mix; as discussed earlier, this is inaccurate in the case of heterogeneous process steps performed by the machine. Others (e.g., [5] ) propose use of a weighted-average theoretical machine rate. Let UPH i denote the theoretical units per hour that the machine can achieve when performing step i. Note that UPH i = 1/ThPT i . Thus RE may be properly expressed as
Some practitioners have proposed a different formula (e.g., [5] ). First, a weighted-average theoretical machine rate is computed, i.e., ( )
Equation (10) is not correct because the logic behind equation (9) is faulty (for the same reason it is not correct to say that if you drive one mile at 10 mph followed by one mile at 20 mph, then your average speed is 15 mph). If equation (9) is replaced by computation of the harmonic mean, i.e., then (10) reduces to (9) and the expression for RE is once again rendered exact.
Extension for Demand Efficiency
In some factories, production control is so weak (or financial incentives are so skewed) that significant time is spent processing products that are not demanded or desired by marketing. While financial metrics may indicate such production "reduces" factory costs (by providing more volume over which to "spread" factory costs), such activity does not apply equipment assets to generate revenue for the company, and therefore is waste from the point of view of TPM. From the point of view of economic efficiency, the should-take time for good units ought to be reduced to the fraction that is spent processing products actually in demand.
Let PP i denote the number of units that were planned (demanded) to be processed through process step i during the observation period. We define demand efficiency DE as 
The minimum in the numerator is employed so that the metric only credits production within the plan. If we revise the definition of OEE to account for DE, i.e.,
we see that the OEE formulation expresses true efficiency, i.e., the should-take time for the completion of good units that were demanded, divided by the total observation time.
We shall assume in the remainder of the paper that OEE is defined by (5), i.e., we shall assume there are no demand inefficiencies.
Capacity Data
A key purpose of capacity data is to determine factory production schedules that are feasible, while turning away or delaying as little business as possible and maintaining acceptable factory cycle times. As the mix of products in demand varies, it is desired to adjust production schedules to respond as much as possible to the new mix without overloading the processing equipment.
Capacity data includes processing times for the various process steps performed on each of the products produced, an identification of the equipment assets suitable to perform each process step, and the total hours per planning period each machine asset can be engaged in processing activity (i.e., the "capacity" of each asset).
Machine capacity per period can be viewed as an overall efficiency factor times the operating time in the period, whereby the machine-hour capacity parameters described above are equivalent to appropriately-defined machine efficiency parameters. Thus capacity analysis appears to use the same kind of parameters (processing times and overall efficiency factors) that would be generated from measurement of OEE.
If all efficiency losses were independent of production schedule, one could simply use the theoretical processing times and the OEE figures as the processing time and equipment efficiency parameters of a capacity model. Unfortunately, certain kinds of efficiency loss are mix-dependent. Obviously, idle time losses depend on the production volume (and, in turn, which equipment type is the fully-loaded bottleneck may depend on product mix); moreover, the amount of lost time for changeovers (accounted for in the rate efficiency factor) depends on the mix of production, especially if changeover times are quite variable from product to product. Similarly, lost efficiency resulting from less-than-maximum machine loads also depends on production volume and mix. Rework rates for certain products also may be higher than for others. As a result, OEE scores can fluctuate purely as a result of changes in the production schedule.
Capacity analysis is usually performed in terms of unit quantities to be released into the factory or in terms of unit quantities to be completed by the factory in various planning periods. Line yields from the initial release point up to each process step and from each process step to factory output are thus required parameters for such calculations. Given the use of line yields in production planning calculations, equipment efficiency parameters used in capacity analysis also need to exclude the quality efficiency term.
In view of these issues, capacity analysis requires a set of processing times and overall machine efficiency factors that are distinct from the parameters used to define OEE. Nevertheless, these factors can be computed from a common set of component parameters with a common data collection and data maintenance strategy, described as follows.
Effective Processing Times
To capture the effect of changeovers, load sizes and rework rates that vary by product and process step, we suppose that statistics are collected for each process step concerning -the average lot size ALS of lots passing through the process step;
-the average machine load size AML (if the machine processes more than one unit of product at once);
-the average number of units processed after a changeover or setup for the process step is made, until changing the machine to perform a different process step (hereafter this statistic is called the "average batch size" ABS for the process step);
-the average fraction of units passing through this process step that are reworked (hereafter this statistic is called the "average rework factor" ARF for the process step).
Statistics concerning lot size and batch size typically can be deduced from WIP-tracking data, while development of rework and load size statistics may require measurement activity additional to that proposed in Section 3.
We also suppose measurement is made to establish a standard time TPS to perform a machine setup or changeover for the process step.
Using these data, we define the effective processing time of a process step performed by a machine asset of interest as follows:
ARF ABS TPS AML TPML ALS
Example. To illustrate the definition and computation of effective and theoretical processing times, consider a projection aligner machine used to perform photolithography operations in semiconductor manufacturing. Process specifications for such operations will indicate the exposure setting to use and whether wafers can be auto-aligned or must be manually-aligned for reasons of process control. Assume in this case the lot size is a single cassette of wafers.
Measurements should be made of a machine in perfect working order to establish the following parameters:
-time required for exposure under each exposure setting ("exposure time"); -time to cycle and auto-align a wafer ("cycle & align time"); and -time to flush the last wafer out of the machine and back into the cassette ("flush time");
The values for such parameters should be static until fundamental engineering changes are made to the equipment.
Measurements also should be made of processing activity performed by a proficient operator to establish the following parameters:
-additional time to manually align a wafer ("manual align time"); -time to exchange cassettes ("exchange cassettes time"); and -the time to insert a reticle and run a test wafer ("reticle change time" + "test wafer time"). The time to run a test wafer may depend on the process step (e.g., some steps may not require a test wafer to be processed).
Using these parameters, the components of effective and theoretical processing times are calculated as follows: To calculate theoretical processing time, the expressions above for time per wafer and for time per lot, together with the capacity of a cassette (which in this example is the maximum lot size), should be plugged into equation (2) . To calculate effective processing time, all three expressions above should be plugged into equation (14), together with statistics for average lot size, average batch size and for average rework rate.
Equipment Efficiency for Capacity Analysis
As discussed above, to perform proper capacity analysis, the equipment efficiency formula needs to be modified for use in capacity analysis. First, the equipment efficiency measure used in capacity analysis should omit the quality efficiency factor (since such losses are incorporated into the line yield parameters). Second, its rate efficiency factor should be computed using effective processing times.
A third adjustment to the equipment efficiency formula is required with respect to idle time. Depending on product mix and volume, one or more equipment assets in the factory will have maximal utilization of available time relative to other assets, thereby defining the factory bottleneck(s). Equivalently, the bottleneck assets will have minimum idle time; all other equipment types in the factory will of necessity have larger idle times. For such equipment types, the observed performance will be below capability, as the workloads tendered to them are constrained by the performance of other assets. We shall term the difference between the actual idle time for an asset and an asset's minimum idle time if it were the bottleneck as the scheduled idle time SIT. The issue is that scheduled idle time, while indeed representing overall efficiency loss, should not be construed as unavailable capacity. On the other hand, minimum idle time does represent unattainable capacity from a production planning point of view.
As recognized by many researchers, there is a trade-off curve between allowed WIP level (or, equivalently, allowed factory cycle time) and the utilization of equipment assets, as depicted in Figure 1 . The particular shape and position of the curve depends on various factors describing the variability in the factory; less variability affords a more favorable trade-off curve. Depending on business needs, a manufacturer may target to operate at different points on this trade-off curve. For example, a memory producer may target 100% utilization of bottleneck equipment availability, with a consequent long cycle time, while an ASIC producer may target only 90% utilization of bottleneck availability in order to maintain a lower cycle time. Thus the minimum idle time of an equipment asset depends on the allowed cycle time or WIP level in the factory.
Given a certain target cycle time or WIP level, the minimum idle time of the bottleneck asset depends on a host of factors that cause variation in processing rate or lot arrivals: scheduling methods, the level of operator staffing, reliability of equipment and processes, etc.
For the purposes of capacity analysis, the equipment efficiency score needs to account for minimum idle time, but it should not include allowances for scheduled idle time. Suppose for the moment that the minimum idle time is specified for each equipment asset. (Updating these parameters is discussed in Section 5.3 below.) We may then define an equipment efficiency for use in capacity analysis as follows.
First, we define the capacity rate efficiency of an equipment asset. Let EPT i denote the effective processing time for process step i, i = 1, 2, ... , n performed by the machine. Let PT denote the total reported production time for the machine during an observation period, and let WS i denote the total units upon which process step i was initiated, i, i = 1, 2, ... , n. The capacity rate efficiency CRE of the equipment asset during the observation period is defined as
Next, let MIT denote the fraction of operating time equal to the minimum idle time for the asset. Then we define the capacity equipment efficiency (CEE) of the asset during the observation period as { } ( ).
CEE is similar to OEE, except that it excludes losses for scheduled idle time and it excludes losses already built into the processing time parameters EPT i of the capacity model. The CEE of an equipment asset is greater than its OEE, but still well below a score of 1.0. CEE accounts for down time the same as does OEE, but it only accounts for rate efficiency losses compared to effective processing times. The differences between theoretical and effective processing times (reflecting setups, small batch sizes, etc.) are accounted for in the processing time parameters themselves. Idle time losses at bottleneck assets are similar in CEE and OEE, but idle time losses at non-bottleneck assets are less in CEE than in OEE, reflecting the scheduled idle times for such assets.
Computation of Capacity Equipment Efficiency
The measurement of OEE in observation periods is basically a tracking exercise performed in order to pinpoint the most important opportunities to increase equipment efficiency. On the other hand, production planning involves the prediction of equipment efficiency in future planning periods in order to plan an appropriate production volume. The historical data on equipment performance collected in the observation periods must be translated into forecasts for equipment performance.
For this purpose, for each of the components of efficiency loss (DT, IT, and CRE), assume there is an "actual" or reported figure for the latest review period, and there is a "standard" figure to be used in planning calculations made before results of the next review period are available. For example, let Actual_DT denote the value of DT in the latest review period, and let Std_DT denote the forecast for DT to be used in planning calculations. Typically there is statistical fluctuation in down time from review period to review period. A practical way of forecasting such a parameter is to compute an exponentially-weighted moving average of the actuals. As is well-known, this is equivalent to updating the forecast as a weighted average of the current forecast and the latest actual, i.e.,
where α is a smoothing constant with value between 0 and 1, typically 0.1 or less for noisy data.
This strategy may be employed in a straightforward fashion to develop standard values (i.e., forecasts) for all parameters except MIT. Observations and consequent updating of this parameter are only possible for bottleneck equipment assets, as all other assets are not stressed sufficiently to experience minimum idle times. Given a bottleneck asset, let Std_MIT denote our previous forecast for MIT. We suppose a target cycle time or WIP level has been established for the factory. We develop an updating scheme for Std_MIT as follows.
As before, let PP i denote the number of units that were planned or demanded to be started into process step i during the observation period, and let EPT i denote the effective processing time for step i, considering all process steps i = 1, 2, ... , n performed by an equipment asset of interest. Let T denote the operating time in the observation period. The planned load PL on the equipment asset in the observation period, expressing the fraction of operating time that the asset is planned to be engaged in production activity, is computed as
The ability to update Std_MIT depends on the lot release methodology for the factory. We can classify any release methodology into one of two types: utilization-preserving, or WIPpreserving. Utilization-preserving release methods constrain releases to achieve a target utilization, i.e., a target value of PL. On the other hand, WIP-preserving release rules schedule releases to maintain a constant level of WIP or WIP workload on bottleneck equipment assets. Examples of WIP-preserving release methods include Workload Regulation [7] , Starvation Avoidance [8] , Queue Management [9] , or Linear Programming models incorporating Dynamic Production Functions [10] . An example of a utilization-preserving method is the uniform release rule, whereby release quantities for a planning period are calculated to achieve some target planned load PL, and lot releases of each product during the period are spread uniformly through the planning period and released without regard for current WIP level or current bottleneck workload.
A change in the amount of variability in the factory manifests itself in different ways, depending on the type of release method. If a utilization-preserving rule is employed, idle time of the bottleneck assets will be fixed, and the change will manifest itself as a reduction in the WIP level and a reduction in the average factory cycle time. This is an indication that a higher utilization can be achieved for the target cycle time. The factory can therefore reduce MIT to a smaller value and attempt a higher utilization. The maximum reduction that can be made in MIT is unknown; the factory will have to experimentally reduce MIT until the cycle time limit is reached. On the other hand, the WIP-preserving release rules preserve WIP levels at the bottleneck or en route to the bottleneck; a reduction in variability will manifest itself as an increase in utilization for the same WIP level, and thus a lower value of idle time will be observed.
We shall assume here that a WIP-preserving release methodology is used. Due to fluctuations in variability, some smoothing of actual idle times is appropriate to make a forecast. Let Actual_IT denote the observed idle time on the bottleneck asset. Then we can update our standard for MIT in a similar manner as for the other efficiency parameters, i.e.,
Given the above updating procedures for the standard efficiency factors, we may define the standard for capacity equipment efficiency of an equipment asset as
Formal Definition of Equipment Capacity
To perform capacity analysis, it is desired to express the capacity of a bank of identical machines interchangably performing a particular set of processing steps. Let Q denote the quantity of machines in service, and let W denote the hours the bank will be operated in the planning period.
We assume the components of CEE are computed for each machine and then averaged over the bank of equipment. From these averages, an average CEE score is computed for the equipment type. (Since the allocation of idle time among machines in the bank is arbitrary, the efficiency score for the bank of machines may be more meaningful than the efficiency scores of individual machines in the bank.) As discussed earlier, equipment capacity should be expressed in machine hours per planning period. The capacity CAPY of the equipment bank is then ( ) ( ) ( ).
The result of (20) is the "right hand side" of a capacity constraint in a production planning model. The coefficients on production variables to use in a such planning model are the effective processing times multiplied by the line yields from release or divided by the line yields to out, depending on whether the variables represent production starts or outs.
In certain equipment bays of many semiconductor fabrication plants, there can be several varieties of the same basic type of equipment, e.g., several generations of the same type of machine. The different types are able to perform overlapping but dissimilar sets of process specifications. For this case of alternative machine types, capacity is more complex to express. We omit details here, but capacity constraints for sets of machine types may be formulated to quite accurately model the situation for the purposes of production planning. The interested reader is referred to [11] .
Data Acquisition Strategies
We now review successful data collection techniques supporting equipment efficiency and capacity analyses.
Low-Tech Approach: Paper Forms
Systematic reporting of down time and idle time for equipment assets of interest has been implemented in many companies using paper forms filled out by production operators. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate two different approaches to form design. Figure 2 provides a copy of the form developed for use at an offshore semiconductor test facility operated by Harris Corporation. Using this form, operators record the start time and completion time of each (reportable) down time or idle time event, filling in the duration (in minutes) of the event in the appropriate column that indicates the reason for the lost time. At the end of the production shift, the form is turned over to a keypunch operator who totals the time in each of the reason columns and enters the results into a database. Total production time for the machine during the shift is computed in the database by subtracting the various down and idle times from the shift duration. WIP-tracking in this factory is computerized. Note that the form does not require the operator to record processing events, since rate efficiency can be calculated from the WIP-tracking data. The form does make provision for the operator to write comments concerning machine jams and stoppages and other remarks, which can facilitate the research efforts of engineers investigating poor rate efficiency scores. Figure 3 provides a copy of the form in use at a U.S.-based wafer fabrication facility operated by NEC Electronics, Inc. On the form, the twenty-four hour workday has been partitioned into a grid of fifteen minute intervals. Production operators assign a single code to each interval that best describes machine activity during the interval. The codes are listed on the bottom right; LR for "lot running" is the code for production time. The same form is also used to record all production lots processed by the machine. The number of wafers is also recorded, from which any scraps may be deduced by comparing records for the same lot across different equipment. In the NEC factory, the duration of a process step for a single lot and reportable down time events are typically thirty minutes or longer; thus the fifteen-minute grid is felt to be accurate enough for estimating total production time and down time. While the form does not facilitate precise measurement of idle time, as long as rate efficiency is calculated, any unreported idle time will still be captured as efficiency loss.
The form in Figure 3 is extremely easy to fill out; once every fifteen minutes, a single code is marked on the form by the operator. At the end of a work day, the form is tendered to a keypunch operator so that data can be recorded in a computerized database. Note that the total time in each category is simply computed as 15 minutes times the number of entries.
Using either type of form, assuming the database into which the data is loaded also includes theoretical processing times and the production schedule for the machine, computation of rate efficiencies, OEE and CEE as proposed in this paper can be made from the information on the form (supplemented by WIP-tracking data in the case of Figure 2 ).
High-Tech Approach: Machine Sensing
The low-tech paper form approach described above relies on the discipline of the production operators and keypunch operators to properly record the necessary data. In equipment bays where each operator is responsible for a number of processing machines, timely and accurate data collection can be very challenging. A more desirable approach would be realized if each machine could indicate when it is experiencing down time or idle time, thereby minimizing the operator's data collection efforts. An analog signal can be taken from most major types of processing equipment used in semiconductor fabrication that indicates whether or not the machine is engaged in a processing cycle. At the ion implant room serving three fabrication areas in Mountaintop, Pennsylvania, operated by Harris Corporation, this type of signal, humorously termed the "EKG" of the machine by the implant process engineer, was used in a semiautomated equipment tracking system, described as follows.
The "EKG" signal from each implanter is channeled to a laptop computer equipped with a touch screen. When a certain threshold time elapses without initiation of a new processing cycle on the machine, the computer sounds an alarm to alert the operator, and displays a touch-sensitive screen upon which the operator may select the reason for machine inactivity. The menu displays a tableau of reason codes similar to those in the tracking forms in Figures 2 and 3 . Display of the screen is subject to a "time-out" mechanism, whereby if after a certain time allowance no selection has been made by the operator, the inactivity is automatically assigned to a "No Operator" subcategory of idle time. When a new processing cycle is initiated, the computer records the elapsed time of the category of inactivity and stores it in the database. The tracking system also has another user screen (called the "override screen") whereby the process engineer or the maintenance technicians can indicate to the system that their activation of the machine is actually part of machine down time rather than initiation of a processing cycle.
The system thus automatically tabulates all down times and idle times, with use of the touchscreen menu and the override screen described above serving as the only human input required.
When this application was developed in 1991, the Mountaintop implant room, including ten ion implant machines, was the production bottleneck for the Power product line of Harris Corporation's Semiconductor Sector. Thus a concerted effort was made to measure OEE and capacity of the ion implant machines. In addition to the automation of equipment tracking described above, computation of equipment efficiency was automated in the system as well. The database supporting efficiency and capacity computations included the process specifications viewed by the production operators performing implant process steps. These specifications indicated, for each implant process step, which implanters could be used, the implant species to use, and the dose in Kev to be applied. Another table in the database provided a cross-reference between relating beam current (in micro-amps) to the species and dose applied for each of the ten implanters. A mathematical formula relating theoretical implant beam time as a function of beam current and implant area (the latter fixed for each implanter) was obtained from the equipment vendor and programmed in the database as follows:
where Beam_time is expressed in minutes, Dose is expressed in Kev, Area is expressed in square centimeters, and Beam_current is expressed in micro-amps. Using this formula and the crossreference table, theoretical implant beam times were automatically computed for each of the process specifications. For the case of very low doses, the results of the formula are not applicable; to handle such cases, minimum implant times were established in the database for high current and medium current implanters to which the calculated values were compared.
The database also included a table specifying standard times for the lag time from machine start until beam on for high current machines, and for the wafer indexing time for medium current machines. Standard times also were developed for operator-performed loading and unloading of the machines. In the Mountaintop case, species were dedicated by implanter, so that machine changeover times between different process steps were negligible.
Using the foregoing data plus WIP-tracking results as input, computer routines in the system automatically computed rate efficiencies, OEE and CEE for weekly review periods. Capacity parameters for use in weekly production planning cycles also were updated automatically. Note that by means of the beam time formula and the establishment of standard times as described, maintenance of processing time data was reduced to maintenance of the table of process specifications used by the production operators. Changes in process specifications would automatically result in updated processing times calculated by the system at run time.
In the calculations performed for one week in early 1991, implanter utilization (as a percentage of total time) ranged from 61% to 76%, while rate efficiency averaged 72%. Even assuming 100% demand efficiency and no scrap losses, overall equipment efficiency would range from 44% to 54%. Comparing these latter figures against the raw utilization figure reveals the substantial efficiency losses that would be overlooked if utilization were used as the equipment efficiency metric.
Partially as a result of OEE analysis, Harris has made substantial gains in implant capacity at the Mountaintop implant facility. Moreover, the use of accurate implant capacity data in the "IMPReSS" automated production planning system [10] [12] [13] contributed to an improvement in Sector-wide on-time delivery performance from about 75% in 1991 to 95% in late 1992, with 94-95% performance continuing steadily through the end of 1994.
A Failed Analysis of Equipment Efficiency
A leading American semiconductor company that shall remain nameless had the following experience. A major management initiative was launched to set up regular reporting into senior management of equipment utilization for major types of processing equipment in use at all wafer fabrication facilities. The intention was to compare utilization of comparable equipment at various factories to identify best practices and to observe the results of improvement efforts. A short while after the reporting system was in place, management observed the strange phenomenon whereby utilization appeared to be increasing in most fabs, yet wafer output was flat. Clearly, something was wrong with this reporting scheme! Efforts to find errors in the figures came to naught, and finally, out of desperation, management changed the reporting scheme to simply report the aggregate machine speed, i.e., the total number of wafers processed during the review period. This worked much better and became the standard metric in the company for studying equipment efficiency.
Considering our development in previous sections, what happened in this company is understandable. The key reasons utilization does not work as an equipment efficiency metric have been highlighted before: it does not account for all efficiency losses, and, most importantly, there is no way to check if utilization is being overstated because down time and/or idle time is being under-reported. That is, the measurement system is not closed-loop. Using average machine speed as the efficiency metric starts to look similar to the OEE formula in equation (1), and, as long as WIP-tracking is accurate, the correct figure for such a metric can be reported. Thus the change from utilization to machine speed was an improvement. However, the average speed metric is far from perfect, since product mix differences and product mix changes cloud its application. Changes or differences in mix that have nothing to do with the true underlying efficiency of the equipment can cause major changes or differences in the average machine speed.
The moral of this story is that precise measurement of equipment efficiency requires knowledge of the theoretical processing time for each process step performed by the equipment asset, whereby "earned" utilization can be computed. When rate efficiency is calculated and included in overall efficiency measurement, the worst thing that can happen if down time or idle time go unreported is that these losses end up in the rate efficiency category. Overall equipment efficiency and capacity still will be correctly stated, regardless of the quality of down time and idle time reporting. For this reason, the approach to efficiency and capacity measurement advocated in this paper is entitled closed-loop.
Many semiconductor companies focus on continued refinement of down time and idle time tracking to capture smaller and smaller increments of such losses. The successful results achieved using simple paper forms suggest that it is more effective to begin practicing closedloop efficiency analysis than it is to continually reduce the granularity for tracking lost time in an open-loop system.
Recommendations to the Industry
Most semiconductor companies follow the SEMI E10 guidelines [5] to perform equipment tracking and equipment availability analysis. Rate efficiency seems to be beyond the scope of these guidelines, but, as we have seen, its calculation is critical to accurate characterization of equipment efficiency. Moreover, many types of processing equipment can experience processing speed variability when improperly configured or maintained. Thus, measurement of rate efficiency would seem important for discussions and negotiations between equipment makers and equipment users, even if the closed-loop reporting issue did not exist.
At a minimum, it is recommended that the next set of E10 guidelines to be issued explicitly introduce the concept of rate efficiency and provide a formula such as equation (3) to calculate it. This presentation should indicate that a theoretical processing time should be established for every separate process specification performed by the machine in order to correctly compute rate efficiency.
The semiconductor equipment industry could go a long ways towards assisting the semiconductor manufacturers in equipment efficiency analysis by providing official tables or official formulas of theoretical processing times, broken down into the various components of the machine's processing cycle, e.g., material handling, establishment of vacuum conditions, inchamber processing, etc. It could go even further by offering a feature on all processing equipment that provides a standardized output format indicating each change in machine state. This feature could be used by semiconductor manufacturers to automate equipment tracking and equipment efficiency measurement, similar to the approach described in Section 6.2, or perhaps by a superior approach yet to be demonstrated. Many new models of equipment types used in the industry display and record the elapsed time to perform processing cycles. Clearly, this is useful data for studying the rate efficiency of the machine. At present, data formats vary drastically from equipment type to equipment type, making it difficult for manufacturers to automate data collection and integration.
A second area of recommendations concerns the data used by semiconductor manufacturers in production planning and capacity analysis. Most semiconductor companies use UPH figures describing average processing rates for equipment in such analyses, and they use capacity limits for machines defined in terms of some maximum achievable utilization. For most semiconductor manufacturers, the process specifications, equipment efficiencies and equipment stocks are moving targets. Typically, studies are conducted, say, once a quarter to establish standard equipment UPHs (unit-per-hour machine rates) and equipment utilization limits for the purposes of production planning. But such a strategy always leaves production planning well behind the changes taking place in the factory's capacity relationships. Several weeks or months after time studies to establish such parameters have been completed, it is likely that a number of changes to process specifications may have been made, and the various machine and operator inefficiencies may have increased or decreased. Consequently, it is very difficult to judge whether or not UPH values stored in a capacity data base are accurate, leading to a need for almost continuous timestudy effort.
A more workable approach is to develop and maintain theoretical times for the basic components of overall processing time, which are to be applied to the process specifications to develop theoretical processing times. Since theoretical times will be robust to all evolutions in factory operation except engineering changes to the equipment asset or ultimate replacement of the asset, data maintenance can be reduced to largely the maintenance in a computer-readable format of those parameters of the process specifications that affect processing time. To the extent that efficiency losses such as changeovers are significantly mix-dependent, standard times and batch sizes should be established for such components. Again the approach should be to establish times reflecting ideal operator performance rather than attempting to characterize average performance, thereby maximizing the longevity of data accuracy.
Using such theoretical times, the various machine and operator inefficiencies can be captured by automated rate efficiency calculations. In turn, equipment capacity can be defined in terms of the calculated rate efficiency applied to the utilization limit.
An important final issue concerns the theoretical processing times used to calculate OEE. Manufacturing and engineering staff undertaking the implementation of OEE analysis are faced with the question of what components of overall processing activity to take as given (not reducible) vs. what components should be considered as feasible to reduce or eliminate. For example, the current process specification may require a test unit to be processed and inspected before a lot of product units may be processed. Should the time required to perform the test be included in theoretical processing time?
The answer depends upon the purpose of the efficiency calculations. It is suggested here that different efficiency scores be generated for different staff with different purposes. For production operators, the process specifications have to be taken as a given, suggesting that production staff are interested in efficiency scores with allowances for all test and setup procedures included in processing times. On the other hand, process and equipment engineers would benefit from seeing efficiency scores based on processing times excluding all components of processing activity that potentially could be engineered out, in order to ascertain the capacity that could be gained if such improvements were devised and implemented. CAPY -capacity of an equipment asset (expressed in machine-hours) in the planning period, equal to (CEE)(Q)(W) CEE -capacity equipment efficiency, similar to OEE, except based on MIT and CRE and omitting QE. In terms of other parameters, CEE = (1.0 -DT -MIT)(CRE).
CRE -capacity rate efficiency, the ratio of S/PT, where S is computed using the EPT parameters DE -demand efficiency, the fraction of S devoted to processing products in demand PL -planned load, the planned fraction of operating time an equipment asset is scheduled to be engaged in processing activity PT -reported production time in an observation period Q -quantity of identical machines in service QE -quality efficiency, the ratio of the theoretical time to complete actual good-quality output to the theoretical time to complete total actual output RE -rate efficiency, the ratio of S/PT, where S is computed using the ThPT parameters RQ -rate of quality, the fraction of output not scrapped S -"should-take" time for the sellable production completed in an observation period SIT -the scheduled idle time in excess of MIT for a non-bottleneck asset T -total operating time in an observation period TPL -theoretical processing time per lot, the portion of pure processing time on a machine in perfect working order that is lot-based TPML -theoretical processing time per machine load, the portion of pure processing time on a machine in perfect working order that is load-based TPS -time per setup TPU -theoretical processing time per unit, the portion of pure processing time on a machine in perfect working order that is unit-based W -total operating hours in planning period WS -total wafer starts into a processing step during an observation period
